Energy Storage & Mobility Program Associate

The Organization

New Energy Nexus is an international organization that supports clean energy entrepreneurs with funds, accelerators and networks. We started in California and have expanded operations into China, India, Southeast Asia, and East Africa. **Our mission is to support diverse entrepreneurs to drive innovation and build equity in the global clean energy economy.** Our goal is to support 100,000 startups to succeed by 2030 – a decisive decade in our collective struggle with climate change. With our network, we directly boost hundreds of entrepreneurs annually while uplifting thousands more. Since 2004, New Energy Nexus (up until recently known as California Clean Energy Fund) has leveraged billions in investment, invested in 100s of clean energy enterprises, and launched industry leading centers for solution collaboration. Learn more at [www.newenergynexus.com](http://www.newenergynexus.com).

The Opportunity

New Energy Nexus is looking for a **Program Associate** for our **Energy Storage & Mobility Program** at New Energy Nexus which aims to advance global innovation in battery/electrochemical energy storage as well as electric mobility. The program works with startups through launch, funding, acceleration and scale up programs. Initiatives include overseeing the CalCharge energy storage consortium, the Bay Area Battery Summit, and connecting startups to established companies for collaborative innovation activities. We have recently expanded to add a focus on mobility, recognizing the importance of moving to a decarbonized transportation sector.

This job could be remote or located in the proximity of Shanghai or Singapore.

The Ideal Candidate

New Energy Nexus seeks a Program Associate with a passion for clean energy to perform work that includes the following responsibilities:

- **EV & Battery Challenge (www.evbatterychallenge.com) Program Support**
- Manage, organize and analyze startup application data sets
- Develop client-facing program materials and presentation decks
- Research and conduct due diligence on startup companies
- Develop marketing materials including summary reports, press releases and social media posts.
- Program support for additional corporate startup innovation programs
This role will entail work up to 40 hours per week. Duration is a minimum of 3 months with possibility of extension.

**Preferred Qualifications & Skills Requirements**

- Bachelor’s degree in Arts / Science
- Professional fluency in English
- Motivated to create a positive impact on the world with a passion for clean energy and entrepreneurial innovation
- Entrepreneurial and fast moving, highly self-disciplined to work in a global team with different locations and time zones.
- Self-starter with exceptional work ethic
- Exceptional aptitude for exploring technological innovation
- Prior startup analysis experience and sector expertise
- Experience working collaboratively across a networked team with strong interpersonal skills
- Asian language proficiency preferred such as Mandarin

**How to Apply:**

To apply, please send a cover letter and CV to talent@newenergynexus.com

The subject line email of the application should follow this format: **NEX_ASIA_Program_Associate_FirstName_LastName**.

Applications will be accepted on a rolling basis. Short-listed candidates will be contacted for interviews. Thank you for considering joining our team!

*New Energy Nexus values and celebrates diversity among our employees and in our movement and knows that’s the way we’re going to win big. We are an Equal Opportunity Employer - all qualified applicants will receive consideration without regard to race, color, religion, gender identity or expression, sexual orientation, national origin, age, disability, family/marital status or veteran status. All qualified candidates are encouraged to apply as soon as possible. We will compensate competitively, provide good benefits and a supportive culture.*